Congratulations!
Thank you for choosing Sherwoodbase Window Bird Feeder.
You will find a lot of helpful information in this guideline.

“Be patient and don’t give up! I guarantee this feeder
will work! Just don’t scare them away by noises and try
not to be too excited at your first encounter!” —
Daphne T. from California Bay Area.

Contact Us
We always welcome our customers' comments and we are
waiting for you to share your experiences on attracting the
birds or to share any funny stories:
http://www.sherwoodbase.biz
https://www.facebook.com/sherwoodbase
please register your birdfeeder to get the free gifts at:
http://www.sherwoodbase.biz/freegifts
An eBook, "How to use bird feeders for beginners," is being
handed out for free to our customers. More gifts are coming
in the future!

Instructions and Tips:
Location
Choose a window that:
-

Is away from trees or anywhere that squirrels
can acess.

-

Has clear view and the outside of which can be
accessed from the inside easily.

Features:
- 2015 Revised model comes with a newly designed
tray that can make refilling and cleaning much
easier! Simply unlock the hook by pulling up the
tray.
- A small compartment is designed to allow you to put
water, or different types of seeds for the birds
(beware not to spill on another compartment of
seeds!)
- This feeder's top layer is flat so you can use it as a
'test drive' area or just put some seeds on it to let
the birds have fun with the 2nd floor compartment!

Installation:
1. Please clean both sides of the window thoroughly before installation.
2. (Optional)Soften the suction cups before attaching them to the feeder's holding holes.
3. Moisturize the suction cups with 1 drop of water each, the point is to help strengthen the stickiness between
the suction cups and the window.
4. Plan well before installing the birder feeder (should be 1/3 from the top of the window frame) and gently push
the suction cups outward during installation.
5. Slightly rotate the tips of the suction cups outward to the top edge of the window when taking the cups off for
cleaning.
Seeds:
- Depends on the types of birds you want to attract and what kinds of birds are surrounding your area, we highly
recommend black oil sunflower seed as a starter, and try not to use those mixed ones unless you know your
backyard birds are not picky!
Be Patient, be Cautious, and be Cherished:
- Depends on the location and season, it will take a couple days or up to a week for the birds to recognize this new
playground! Once they find it, they will use it throughout the sunny days!
- Once the birds begin to use the feeder, please keep a good habitant for them by cleaning the feeder (with few
drops of mild detergent only) and refilling the tray regularly.
- Kids, pets or even grandparents should all benefit to this new entertainment! These beautiful, lovely creatures are
here to show you that we should always cherish the nature.

